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QUESTION 1

By default, in which of the following ways is the DAOS storage encrypted? 

A. No encryption is applied 

B. Medium encryption by the server ID file 

C. Strong encryption by the server ID file 

D. Medium encryption for each user linked to an attachment 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The router in Domino 8.5 utilizes cached and additional copies of messages to be delivered. How is this approach
applied to a message destined for multiple recipients? 

A. The router opens each full note to discover the additional recipients 

B. The note is copied in the mailbox and prepared for delivery by the router 

C. Additional copies of this message are made as needed for multiple recipients 

D. The message is delivered by the router to one individual, and then the router queries the mailbox file for the next
recipient 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Notes shared login allows users to start Lotus Notes with their Notes IDs without having to provide Notes passwords.
Instead, which of the following do they need to provide? 

A. A secret passphrase 

B. A Windows password 

C. Passwords from more than one person 

D. An unlock code from the ID vault on their home server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An attempt was made by the Domino administrator to delete the ID vault on the Domino server. The vault was currently
in use so the deletion was halted. Which of the following server commands will attempt to process the deletion again? 
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A. show idvaults 

B. tell idvault process delete 

C. load idvault update -remove 

D. tell idvault delete  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In which of the following scenarios would the Notes client push an updated copy of a user ID file to the server ID vault? 

A. When the user changes home servers 

B. When the user adds an Internet certificate 

C. When the user changes the logoff timeout on his or her Notes client 

D. When the user accepts a cross certificate to another Notes domain 

Correct Answer: B 
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